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Century Infrastructure
Commission: AM Pilot Update
View the final report and executive summary at:

www.miinfrastructurecommission.com

Evan N. Pratt, PE,
Washtenaw County, Michigan
Water Resources Commissioner
Director of Public Works

Commission Background
§ Began in March 2016
§ Comprised of 27 appointed members:
§ Infrastructure experts
§ Government representatives
§ Academic scholars
§ Business representatives
§ Provided a long-term, comprehensive

set of infrastructure recommendations
by November 30, 2016
§ Healthy systems ensure a better
quality of life, spur economic activity
and job growth
§ For the next 30-50 years across all
sectors

Commission Process
§ The Commission reviewed leading practices from around the world to recommend innovative

solutions that can improve the maintenance, building, and funding options for Michigan’s
entire infrastructure system
§ Commissioners worked to understand current infrastructure conditions and engaged

technical experts to inform their recommendations

§ Significant underinvestment, lack of coordination among all levels of government across infrastructure

types

§ Analyzed leading practices nationally and internationally; focused on asset management

techniques and successful funding models
§ City of London
§ Ontario, Canada
§ California

§ Their goal was to provide a guide for reliable, safe, and affordable investments in

infrastructure that will ensure the vitality and wellbeing of Michigan’s citizens and economy for
the next 50 years

Michigan’s Future
Michigan’s residents deserve reliable, safe,
efficient, and cost-effective infrastructure – a
21st century infrastructure system that creates
a foundation for the future
View the final report and executive summary at:

www.miinfrastructurecommission.com

Infrastructure Snapshot
• Michigan has:
o 1,390 community drinking water systems
o 1,080 wastewater treatment systems
o 619 agencies that own and operate
o
o
o
o

120,000 miles of public roads
~690 agencies responsible for stormwater
437 telecommunications providers
231 electric power plants and 5,735 miles
of lines
Approximately 55,000 miles of natural gas
distribution main and over 3.2 million
service lines

Final Report
Recommendations
§ Report delivered to the Governor by deadline
of November 30, 2016 for recommendation
review and implementation
§ Over 100 recommendations aimed at
improving our infrastructure across all asset
types
§ Recommendations prioritized a healthy
environment; reliable, high-quality service;
economic prosperity; and value for
investment
§ In addition to sector-specific
recommendations, there were overarching
themes:
• Asset Management
• Coordinated Planning
• Sustainable Funding
• Emerging Technologies

The Problem

STATE AND LOCAL SPENDING

Spoiler alert: AM and The Funding Gap

What the State is doing/has done:
Top 5 Recommendations Underway (Oct 2017):
ü AM Pilot in SE and West Michigan – ED 2017-1, report due to Governor April 2018
ü Creation of the Michigan Infrastructure Council – goal is Fall 2018 codification,

House Bills to be announced shortly

ü Creation of the Water Asset Management Council (WAMC)
ü Updates to TAMC to align with WAMC and MIC efforts

ü FY18 Infrastructure Fund - $35M – goal is Nov/Dec supplemental
ü Includes priorities such as water infrastructure, water and transportation asset

management, broadband access and adoption and Smart State/Cities matching grant.

ü Long-term Water Infrastructure Funding – stakeholder conversations this fall with

goal of legislative advancement this fall and FY18-19

ü Creation of the Michigan Consortium of Advanced Networks (MCAN) –
ü Creation of broadband access and adoption roadmap
ü Advancement of Smart State/Cities services leveraging technology development and

deployment – Executive Order and appointments this fall

Recommendation Implementation
§ Statewide Michigan Infrastructure Council
§ Currently drafting legislation for fall introduction
o Expand pilot statewide
o PROVIDE TECHNICAL SUPPORT and TRAINING!!
o Develop a long term strategy for public assets, coordinate with

private utilities
o Design and coordinate funding incentives, financing
opportunities
o Other?

Ø Enhance TAMC (Transportation Asset Management Council)
Ø Create a WAMC (Water Asset Management Council?)

Recommendation Implementation
§ Asset Management Pilot Program
§ Create cursory assessment of condition and needs for all of

our infrastructure types

§ Review and enhance SAW
§ Review DEQ asset management permit requirements

§ Coordinate infrastructure projects to enhance capacity,

efficiency, and resources

Asset Management Pilot Program
§ SEMCOG Data Collection request
§ Purpose: Determine how far along we are as a region and

estimate what it will take to have most core data for most
agencies – age, life, condition, size, material

§ Good reasons NOT TO PARTICIPATE in the pilot:
ü All your infrastructure is already in great shape for the next 40-50 years
ü Your community has a massive fund balance and is just itching to spend
ü Your community always prioritizes infrastructure over public safety and

social services or other needs

ü There’s no guesswork in your town – Council loves the graphs you can

provide showing risk reduction, current LOS, best return on investment, etc

ü Your Council totally understands asset management and funds the people

and software resources you need to provide key services with less costs

ü PASER hasn’t really helped you know what shape the roads are in or show

where spending is needed most

Jennings Randolph International Fellowship
§ The Jennings Randolph International Fellowship

Program was established at the Eisenhower World
Affairs Institute in May 1987 and is administered by
the American Public Works Association. The
fellowship supports participation at a public works
conference of one of our international partners and
a public works study tour in that country.

APWA international principles:
§ To promote friendship and understanding among public works peers on an

international basis.
§ To provide an opportunity for APWA members, through contact with our
international partners, to broaden their knowledge and exchange
experiences and information on trends and advances in public works.
§ To provide a venue for the exchange of information among APWA and
our international partnering countries. Currently, these countries are
Australia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Mexico, New
Zealand, Norway, the Slovak Republic and Sweden.

JRIF study goals (aligned with 21st C goals)
§ Asset Management (AM) Pilot Program
ü Determine legislative mechanisms enabling state oversight of AM
ü Determine metadata reporting requirements (asset specific condition and

financial)
ü Obtain anecdotal experiences from regulators and the regulated community
– what do practitioners wish was different?
§ Michigan Infrastructure Council
ü Obtain legislative language establishing Infrastructure Australia and asset

oversight in New Zealand

§ Infrastructure Funding
ü Determine any carrot-stick approaches in the items above
ü Determine if AUS and NZ evolution included federal or state support for

more funding, or if new prioritization systems are primarily to re-allocate
capital

§ Smart State
§ Beyond the scope of study

Simplified Study Goals:
§ Do these people have similar or different problems

with funding and Asset Management?

§ What are these people doing that is successful?

Down Under Spoiler Alert:

Simplified Study Goals:
§ Do these people have similar or different problems?

§ SIMILAR – ABSOLUTELY! – Funding gap, electeds/communication

§ What are these people doing that is successful?
§ Investment in training and tools – a common language
§ Focusing on community outcomes @current budget vs. add-on
§ Figuring out what NOT to do. What are we incorrectly assuming? Have to ask…it is hard…
§ Painting a better picture of what customers will see if a budget line item is supplemented
§ Better partnering with Planning and Finance
§ Painting a (layperson friendly) picture of consequences for electeds

In short, they are doing things that many of you have tried. The main difference is they have a
system that includes a feedback loop for improvement. Municipal Engineers and DPW
professionals speak a common language and can more easily learn from each other.
The most noticeable difference is that people there are more self-critical
No one was satisfied with their level of AM “maturity”

WTF “Maturity”:
How good is your
organization at:
•Strategic Long Term Plan
•Annual Budget
•Annual Report
•Asset Management Policy
•Asset Management Strategy
•Asset Management Plan(s)
•Governance & Management
•Levels of Service
•Data & Systems
•Skills & Processes
•Evaluation

Begin with the End in mind.
AM has many aspects beyond our current focus.
Consider NAMS training, it is SAW eligible.

Trip Summary: Key Findings
§ Australia and NZ have been 10-15 years ahead of us in Asset Management
§ Funding streams somewhat similar
§ Federal aid for road system
§ Three Waters funded locally
§ Energy and Communications privatized

§ They have the same infrastructure problems
§ Deteriorated infrastructure, esp from “boom periods”
§ Large Funding Gap
§ Elected bodies control budget –
§ minimal behavior change 10-15 years ago when first advised of big funding gap(s)

§ Taxpayers feel they pay enough
§ Affordability – some cannot pay more

Trip Summary: Key Findings
§ Asset Management “Maturity” – there is a wheel that has already been invented
§ 70% use National Asset Management System (NAMS) by International Public Works

(IPWEA) supported by International Federation of Municipal Engineers (IFME)
§ Continuous Improvement approach

§ Data and assets are subordinate, tools
to providing Customer Service.
§ Advice from 30+ professionals/
agencies:

§ Create a simple AM process using data
in hand, then work to improve it
§ Improve linkage between service
delivery and funding for public and
Elected communications

Funding Needs:
§ Gaps are large in Australia and New Zealand (though only about 20%-25% of

ours)

§ Roads and utilities are generally funded similar to here, heavy federal support for

transportation infrastructure via regional planning agencies, local water
infrastructure is funded almost wholly by local taxpayers

§ They quit squawking about “somebody else” filling the gap for local projects
§ Different process: Painting a picture of exactly how current spending will impact

people in 10 years and beyond.

§ Figuring out what people can live without and what they would pay a bit more to

have.

§ Depreciation costs greater than re-investment – core focus to address

Assets are the means. We need to tell a
different story – about impacts to customers

Asset vs. Service
§ A Non-motorized path is an asset.
§ A family bicycling on that path is an expected LOS.
§ The condition of the asset provides information we use to determine if a family can

use the path, and more importantly, when we predict they no can longer use it.

§ The IPWEA system of AM planning equips us to explain how additional spending

NOW or not spending NOW will affect that family.

§ Can determine annualized costs over a long term and demonstrate the best value for

providing the expected service.

§ The IPWEA method then has us show if this can be done with current budget, what

the consequence is if not, and how much more spending is needed for that LOS

Bringing it back home, significant findings:
§ What I plan to do based on seeing success:
§ TRANSLATE AM PLANS TO RISK-BASED LOS OPTIONS
§ MY MOM HAS TO BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND THESE!!

§ FIND OUT WHAT MY CUSTOMERS ARE WILLING TO PAY
§ INVEST IN PEOPLE TAKING NAMS/IPWEA TRAINING
§ BASELINE AM MATURITY & IDENTIFY 2 AREAS OF

IMPROVEMENT, USING TRAINED PROFESSIONAL INPUT

For more about my study tour, visit
http://arcg.is/1Xmf4T

Bringing it back home:
What we’re currently discussing at the State AM Pilot Committee:
1. Limited Resources and Community Priorities/Levels of Service:

We will never close the complete gap between what is
needed and funds we have ($4B annually)… therefore, how
do we build a culture that drives the question of what’s
most important to your local region/unit and what is the
desired level of service the public is willing to invest in? As
always, we have choices before us and need to prioritize.

§ In Michigan, we’re starting with data so we can paint the picture

and then we need to decide how we proceed. Can we do this
simultaneously?
§ What does Level of Service mean to you?
§ How do you think we drive the conversation to adjusting levels of
service versus fully funding all infrastructure needs would work
in Michigan?

Bringing it back home:
What we’re currently discussing at the State AM Pilot
Committee:
2. AM Maturity: Continuous Improvement
§ Plan, Do, Check, Adjust – is key to this effort. Knowing

that data collection is a foundational first step, we need
to agree on what AM is, and then working to that goal.
§ Where do you think Michigan’s infrastructure entities are on

a maturity scale?
§ Do you think this is important? Why or why not?
§ What tools or governance structures could we use to help us
in this effort?
§ (i.e. SAW and governance/oversight like Michigan Infrastructure

Council, WAMC, TAMC, training, technical support, etc)

Bringing it back home:
What we’re currently discussing at the State AM Pilot Committee:
3. Build a Culture of AM:
So if we have the data, we agree we’re trying to build a
culture of AM and want to advance on the maturity curve
utilizing levels of service to do so…
§ How can we best do this quickly, effectively and in a way we’re

speaking the same language?

§ How do you best envision creating a culture of AM in Michigan?
§ What do you think about the approach of “use the data you have to

create your first plan, and improve from there?”

§ Where do you think Michigan is at in this process?
§ Can we/should we build a coalition of informed, engaged

professionals both locally and across the state through training?
§ If so, do we really need to re-invent the wheel?

Jennings Randolph International Fellowship
§ Questions and Dialogue?

http://arcg.is/1Xmf4T

Bringing it back home, significant findings:
§ Asset Management (AM) Pilot Program

§ Both Australia and New Zealand have been where Michigan and other leading
§
§
§

§

§

§

states in the US are at today.
Currently legislative efforts are in roughly the third iteration of AM oversight
criteria and enabling agency authority.
First generation legislation strove to establish standards and reporting criteria,
primarily of a technical nature specific to assessing each asset’s condition.
Subsequent efforts have recognized that a large percentage of assets are
embedded in communities, and therefore in community planning goals with regard
to stated desires for both physical and financial outcomes.
Third generation efforts are aimed at linking performance toward community
master plan goals and community budgeting decisions. All three countries see
local pressures that exacerbate the gap between long term (50-100 year)
infrastructure investment, political cycles, and unexpected local budget pressures
in other areas.
The success trajectory in Australia and New Zealand appears to be linked to audits
that provide a feedback loop through review of overall plan goal execution and
financial discipline not just American-style auditing processes.
Determining remaining service life of assets is foundational, as no cost-benefit
analysis is possible otherwise. Depreciation and re-investment curve comparisons
are also critical. Accounting aspects must be addressed for a successful program.

Bringing it back home, significant findings:
§ Michigan Infrastructure Council
§ Infrastructure Australia (IA) has a clear charge and legislative authority to

assess the condition of infrastructure regularly as well as evaluate the
efficiency of investments.
§ Initial findings are that IA is in the lead role in working with other federal
and state agencies to produce meaningful audits as well as
recommendations. There is currently a 30-year Infrastructure Plan and a
recently established evaluation process for significant projects to be placed
on a Priority List.
§ In New Zealand, a nimble group of Treasury sub-agencies appear to work in
conjunction with each other.
§ The Office of the Auditor General (OAG) is responsible for producing summaries of

community planning and infrastructure implementation, including success stories
along with recommended areas for improvement.
§ The National Infrastructure Unit (NIU) is a department of the Treasury with a
particular focus on receiving and summarizing asset and investment information.
§ A 2015 legislative effort sought to improve the ability of these agencies to learn the
effectiveness of investments, giving even more focus on an outcome based
process.
§ In both countries, there has been strategic acknowledgement of the tug

between the need for services in less populated areas and the dramatically
higher return on investment in cities and more densely populated areas.

